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UCFAthletic Director Steve Sloan tees off on.the pro circuit-p. 8

Future
Ambassador Program
Created For Students
D SG creates a new
program to get more
students involved on ·
campus.
by JOE CHABUS
Contributing writer·

Aiming to get new students
involved in SGA, the Senate late
Sunday.night voted in support of
a new "Ambassador Program."
Pending the expected approval from Student Government
President Mike Hess and Vice
President of Student Affairs
LeVester Tubbs, this legislation
will open doors to many newcomers who want to have a say in
campus politics but do not know
how involved they want to be.
According ~o Senate President Pro-Tempore Ben Johnson,
SGA has been overwhelmed with
students.attending this summer's
orientation sessions eager to "get
involved."
In two sessions alone,
more than 200 students showed
interest in an "Ambassador's Program."
"President Mike Hess and
I considered this idea with three
other senators and the SGA advisor. Our goal is to get as many
students involved in SGA as possible. We had so many students
telling us that they were involved
in their high school governments

and that they wanted to know if
there was anything that we could
offer them other than elected positions.
The "Ambassador Program"
is open to all students; those interested can pick up applications in
the SGA office. We will be accepting applications throughout the
semester," Johnson said.
Ambassadors will have several duties. They will attend weekly
meetings which will educate them
on the Student Government process.
Optional duties include assisting in student government
awareness days on the Green, high
school SGA days and helping senators with surveying the student
body constituents on issues and
concerns.
"Before, if someone wanted
to be involved in SGA but they lost
an election, there was nothing we
could do for them; we were basically slamming the door in their
face," Hess says. "Now, we are
giving students the opportunity to
be involve;d, and they do_ not even
have to go through the election
process. This progr~m, is one Of
the best that has passed through the
Senate. It's one of the things that
could really put us on the map and
make us the best SGA in the state
for the fourth year in a row."
Not all senators supported
see SG, page 4

UCF Graduate Writes
History with a Twist
D Former UCF
student uses his
education to write a
mid-evil trilogy and
more
by LARAE. GILEY
Staff writer

photo GILLEY

Peter Telep spends Saturday autographing copies of his new book, Squire, at Barnes and
Noble on Colonial.

In May of this year the first
novel by Peter Telep, a UCF stu. dent, hit bookstores. Since then,
Telep has been a busy new author, making appearances at 1ocal
bookstores. This past weekend ,
Telep spoke about his novel, others to come and how being a UCF
student played a part in his venture to stardom.
Squire, the first novel of

see AUTHOR, page 4
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Telep's trilogy, is an Arthurian
Fantasy novel. Telep describes,
"It follows the story of a squire
named Christopher, who eventually becomes King Arthur's
squire."
Telep feels he has an original idea even though there are many
other works on the same subject.
"My originality and my story is
coming out of me. The Arthurian
legend is just my backdrop."
The second novel in the trilogy, Sq_uire 's Blood, will be out in
September and the third, Squire's
Honor, in January.
On writing in general, Telep
thinks, "It's thrilling to know that
[each] 'the' I wrote is going to be
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$7 Billion of Scholarship Money Yet to be Claimed by You

BOO/( STORE

• $6.6 billion out of $7 billion left unclaimed by average
students like you.
• Regardless of your financial status, G.P.A., ethnic, or athletic
status, we GUARANTEE 6 scholarships or Your Money Back!!!
• 95o/o SUCCESS RATE WITH ALL APPLl~ANTS
• Scholarships ranging from $1000 to $3000
• Processing fees $159, rush results within 1O days + $10.00

• Call BESA at John Patrick Compusrv
after 7:00 PM (407) 671-9973

Border Cantina Mexican Restaurant
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

East Orlando's largest bookstore
carrying thousands of titles.
Everyday services include:

• 30°/o off New York nmes Bestsellers every day
• 10°/o off hardback bool<s every day
• Large inventory of childrens books
• Special orders
• Friendly service
• Quantity discounts
Mon-Sat
10 to 10•• . Sun
1to10
.
.... ·Open
...
• ... ;.
...
, ;", ... •..... ;.... ..
::: '"A.:
·:-:• :.
.•.
~

~

~

Located directly behind Boston Market and Applebees on
University Blvd.

Best Mexican Food in Central Florida
_ __.;;.....-.--DAILY SPECIALS----

'81.oo ICBIOU8E lllAFT I $2.00 MARGARITQ>
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

359-1333

r--------------------,
: Student Bargains
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I
Save more. It's been rented before.

I
1

Sofas ............................. from $98
5-Pc. Dinette Sets ......... from $97

I
I·
I
Housewares available
I
I Hurry in to Cort and save 30- 7C:/Yo on pre-leased, brand name

;·I.;
I·

furpitur:e. w~ sell for !ess, so you can't 'affoFd to miss these

· · sa~ings. S~ve' 10% with

I
I
I 1920 Semoran Boulevard
I Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
I
Sat. 10am-5pm

this ad.
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t/ FREE MOVIES
-MoviEola, a series of
three free movies and live entertainment the whole family
can enjoy, will be held at the
Lake Eola Amphitheather the
first three Fridays in August.
Entertainment starts at
7:30 p.m. and the seating is
limited to the first 1,000
people.
•Aug. 4- Lion King
•Parenthood
•Black Stallion

t/ APPRENTICES AND
MASTER ARTISTS
SOUGHT FOR FOLKLIFE
t/ ADOPT AN ANIMAL
The Adopt-A-Pet pro- PROGRAM
Expert practicioners of
gram by the Orlando Humane
Society will be at the Goodings tradional arts and people with
at 4520 S. Hwy. 436 in Or- . a strong commitment to learnlando on July 22 with their ing and perpetuating Florida
mobile adoption unit carrying folk arts are encouraged to
lots of animals just waiting to apply to the Florida Departbe taken home. Go get an ani- ment of State's Folklife Apmal and make your life more prenticeship Program. Master artists and prospective apenjoyable
prentices must apply as teams
by Aug. 31. Selected teams
will receive stipends as well
as funds for travel and supplies. For more info call Bob
Stone 904-397-2192.
•Patricia A. Owens reported
that someone pried open the sani- t/ ACCESS TO RECORDS
tary napkin dispenser in the CHANGING
women's bathroom on the second
· BeginningAug. 1, anew
floor of the Biology Building.There
transcript policy will be implewas $1 missing from the machine
mented at UCF. Two free tranand the total value has not been set.
scripts' will be available upon
request, subsequent copies
- Thomas Edward Oaks rewill be $5.00 each. In addiported that someone stole a portable sound mixer from the PC ill
tion, students can get unoffiroom #201 of the film
department. There was no forced
entry and the value of the mixer
was $400.

t/ STORYTELLING AT THE
LIBRARTY
The Orlando Public Library
System is offering free storytelling
programs at all locations around
town. Groups, families, schools, and
child care providers are invited, plus
no scheduling is necessary. Come
and enjoy these 20 minute sitdowns
with the little ones. Call your nearestlibrary branch for times and days
.t/ CHOLESTEROL SCREENING
The Florida Hospital will

cial transcripts through a variety
of on-campus terminals includ- ·
ing any of the KIOSKs and the
online Grade Viewing system in
the Records Office, Administra- '
tion Building
t/ FASTER DIPLOMAS
Beginning with the Fall
1995 commencement, UCF grads
will recieve their diplomas at
graduation instead of having
them mailed to them as before

Fitness
Connection

-

t/ FREE! FREE! FREE!
Free LAN accounts and Pegasus E-mail accounts will be provided to students at the beginning of
the Fall 1995 Semester.
t/ MAMMOGRAPHIES
The Care-0-Van, a mobile
mammography vehicle complete
with examining equipment will
be in 0-town providing affordable health screening for women
during July. For times, dates, and
locations, call 644-2273~

University

If you know anything
about these crimes, please
call the UCF Police Department at ...

East Colonia1 Dr./State Rd. 50

6615 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, FL 32807

658-8000
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-llpm
Saturday 9am-8pm

I
I

ZERO ENROLLMENT FOR STUDENTS
$19.95 per month with coupon

Until Robots
replace Humans
... your plasma ~-111
always be needed

- *Under New Management*

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments
from $360 (1 bedroom) to $425 (2 bedroom)
• Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus
• Covered Parking
•Laundry Faciltties
•Pool
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery, or
treatments of illness

Enquire about our FREE RENT
& school year leases

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

"We will compensate you for your time
when giving the gift of life"

.- .
UCF

>

.~nlnn l><1 f

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/or appointment
1122
Church St (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL..

w:
A special dental care offer]or UCF stuiletiiS•.•

Office Hours (M-F)9-5pm (Sat.)12-4

A Complete Exam & Xrays
0110 (INITIAL)

I
I

L--------------------~

Across from UCF!

Pasture

Friday 6am-10pm
Sunday 12pm-5pm

--------------------

Apartm~nts

12017 Solon Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 273-4097

sponsor a free cholesterol seminar
withacholesterolcheckon Wednesday, July 26, at the Orlando Museum of Art in Loch Haven Park.
Cardiologist Curtis Weaver M.D.
will be the speaker.
t/ VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Center for Community
Involvement is looking for volunteers for a number of positions including teaching at local schools
and distributing clothes. For more
information, call Jake White at
(407)-896-0945, Ext. 8253.

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

.F OR$9!
(A $65 value)
Current UCF ID required
Take advantage ofexcellent dental care at
very comfortab~ prices. Just bring this
certificate With you on your first visit.
. See you then! Offer expires 7/31/95

UCF TEAM DENTIST

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

DENTAL
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of

General Dentis1ry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater 0!1arxio Dental Society: Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
SO ant/ Alafaya Dr.
East Orlando

At the corner of Hwy.
II i>ourolfice pollC} Iha! dr pali<:nl and any Ciba person ~ble focpaymenl has lhc nghl lo refuse 10 pay. caned payrncnl.or be rtimbmsal focpaymcnl [OCilry OlbcrscMcc. aDmboa.
or lrealmCnl .. hich 1> OOnal as a ttSUk of and within T1 hour.; of
in 10 the advcrtl5C!llCnl for !he fnx. discounlal fa:. or rtduced fa: savicc. wminalion. or llalmCll.
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New Program Helps
Students Get Involved

Graduate Uses Classmates
to Help Edit His New Book
AUTHOR, from page 1
in a book."
As a recent graduate of UCF,
Telep feels some of the writing
classes he took did aid his writing,
especially with Squire's Honor. He
actually took the prologue and the
first chapter to Wyatt Wyatt's AdvancedFiction Writing class, where
other students were able to workshop it for him.
The class did not know, at the
time, that they were actually editing
pages for Telep's novel he says,

''because it would be too intimidating for them, and it would be more
embarrassing for me to do that"
However Telep did reveal,
"Several of the students had some
very valuable criticism that I actually used and cited them for in the
acknowledgments page of the
book."
In the next few months, Telep
will also have out another novel that
is a tie-in to a new Fox Television
show due to air in the fall. The idea
was for Telep to turn the screenplay
into a novel based on the Fox show
about space.

Presently, Telep is finishing
up the outline for another trilogy on
Arthurian legends of a different nature. ''It's almost horror fantasy,"
Telep includes. He hopes to sell it to
his editor based on the outline alone.
Telep is working hard promoting his first book, Squire. There
is a tentative date for another book
signing in November at the
WaldenBooks in the Fashion Square
Mall.
Until then, he is awaiting the
release of two new books and, with
his wife Nancy, the birth of his first
child.

PROGRAM, from
page1

this measure.Senator Jason
Moyer
says that
when students attendorientation,
they sign
up
for
rn a n y
clubs, but are not really interested
in everything.

"I agree
that the program
is a good idea, but
I do not know if
we are taking
in to account that
students might
come to the first
couple of meetings and then
drop out as they
lose interest. I
also feel that there is funding involved that has not been mentioned in the legislation," Moyer
said.
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Acatlem1c Advocate -,;
.,Stud~nt
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Vehicle Manager(s) "?·
Graphics Coordinator
Clubs and Organization Adovacte
Internal Auditor
Receptionist(s) ,
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*

Election Commissioners
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Attention engineers, Techs. I
have fine oscilloscopes for sale.
All units are new in the box.
Priced at wholesale, 339-7296.
Please leave a message.

Needed: Responsible person to
pick up 2 children from school and
provide 3 hours childcare 5 days/
wk. Expenses and salary. Call
823-5783(w) 365-9412(h).

Lakefront house/Dean Road. 3
bedroom/2 bath living, dining,
family room 1800 sq. ft. 2 car
garage, eat-in kitchen. 359-2159.

Your own personal telephone
number-no deposit, no contract
only $15.00/mo. Call 354-4622

212 & 3/2 , clean units, near
UCF, W/D. For imm. occup. or
reservations, call 657-1967 or
1-800-929-4403. Broker

Sofa Bed, Tables, Lamps,
Dinette Set, dishes & more. All
for $185, call 345-9445.

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
. Make up to $2000-$4000+/mo.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. For
information call: (206) 632-1146
extJ54183

fOQ. Q.b..NT

CLUf:, INFO
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union meets the 2nd & 4th Tues.
of each month, Social Work
Trailer, rm. 101.
ALL WELCOME!

Looking for female or male
roomate to share lg fully
furnished 2bd/2ba townhome.
Only 1 block from UCF. All is
furnished except bdroom. Call
249-1860. Non-smoker. Must be
very responsible.

M/F roomate wanted. Student to
rent toom in 3bd/2ba house in
Alafaya Woods w/pool and
garage. Need $125 dep., $297/
mo. and 1/4 utilities for own room.
Call 366-3221 daytime, Iv. msg.

2b/2ba house for rent off Dean
Rd. $700/mo. For more info, call
1-407-267-8796.

5 min. from UCF
212 & 3/2, 550 & 625/mo.
pool & jacuzzi 381-5105.

1--------------t
Female prof'I has room to rent in
3 br/2 bath home. Prefer grad
student, female, non-smoker,
fairly neat and very conservative.
Subdivision has a pool, volleyball
area, tennis courts, bike paths
and lots of small ponds.
Phone 380-6946.

fOR._6ALb.. .

Help Wanted: Earn up to $500
per week assembling products
at home. No experience. Info 1504-646-1700 DEPT. FL-307
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $2000+/month. World
trav~I. Seasonal & full-time
positions. No exp necessary.
For info. call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C54184

July 19, 1995

AUT06
92 Mazda truck w/air, 5 spd, am/
fm cassette, bedliner, 29K, $6995
· o.b.o. 249-3802 leave msg.
1984 Plymouth Tourismo A/C, 5
spd., runs & looks good $795 obo.
382-9600.

CASH FOR COLLEGE
900,000 Grants available. No
repayments, ever. Qualify immediately. 1-800-243-2435

Secretary/Data Entry
Busy Orlando firm seeks qualified
individual with jmarketing skills.
Must have experience with
Microsoft Word for Windows,
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows,
CorelDRAW or similar graphics.
Good telephone manner a must,
honest, personable and neat
appearance. Must be able to
handle multiple tasks. Professional
atmosphere-career opportunity.
Hours 8:30 AM-5:00 PM MondayFriday. Sand Lake and 1-4 area.
$9.00 per hour. Apppointment
only. Call 352-5226.

Looking for 27 students who want
to lose weight. Call Gloria
407-281-0714

TUTOR._6
Wanting to hire female education
student to help homeschool two
female students-5th and 9th
grades. Call 275-9902. ask for
Debbie. Flexible hours.

Waitress/bartender No exp. nee.
One female student looking for
Services needed 1 night,
7/22/95. Guaranteed $50 plus
one female roommate to share
Condo 2 bedroom/2bath $60,000.
large 1260 sq. ft. 2bd/2ba
Pool, tennis. 1 mile north of UCF
tips. Open bar tab & food for
on Alafaya. Hunter's Reserve.
organized executive party.
townhome. Only 300 yards from
New vacation marketing concept.
UCF. Must be conscientious &
Call (904) 761-4879.
Call Paul@ 823-8192.
We need 7 motivated recruiters
respon~~aCall140~221-1095.~-----------~-----------~
who like to have fun and make
This # will ring my parents' home,
Condo for sale at Hunter's
Pro water skier seeks live-in
· money! Call 332-2717.
where I am staying this July.
Reserve, 1.5 blo"cks north of
student to help with child care
UCF on Alafaya Tr., asking
for a 1 yr. old and house chores.
Roommate wanted to share 2
$56.SK. Excellent cond. Former
Skiing, room and board and
bedroom/2 bath house washer/
model with $20QO extras. Please
some travel incl. Located within WORK AT HOME Info on home jobs
dryer, your own parking $273.50/
call (407)366-3219(H) 823seconds of UCF. Call for info.
SASE to PFS-U, 1032 Chatham
mo. S.D. $237.50 382-9600.
5599(W). Buy Owner Listed.
380-0734.
Pine Cr #112 Wtr Spgs FL 32708

-91_ Price[ess
)

Math/Science Tutor $1 O/hr
Call 382-9600

K.C.O. Inc. Typing $_
1.50
678-6735

<jift --------11;

Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 2-1 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for information.

•'Wide Area Coverage
• Unlimited Calls
• Only $9.99/ Monthly

1~/lJ l; ~
FM
J

]OB INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES THAT WORK!

1
•

1
•

1
•

A great resume is not enough
Learn from a professional how to
Compete and Win
Learn what is Really important in an interview
Includes:
• Key Questions for the
•
interview
•
• Detail planning
procedures
• Critical points to be made
during the interview

Post interview action steps
Worksheets for planning
the interview and
evaluating results

For Interview Techniques Guide, send $14.95 + $1.00 postage ($15.95)
to: A.J. Dolan, 151 Tremont Street, Boston, MA 02111.

]
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~pinion
UCF Faculty is
clearty top notch
There have been various opinions printed in this paper over
the last few semesters about faculty. Some expressed the
sentiments that the faculty evaluations were a waste of time.
I remember one article about an instructor, who, based on the
expressed opinion, wasn't worth their weight in salt. And, the
implied position of all those disgruntled about the tuition
increase, is that the education received isn't worth paying
extra for. I have to disagree.
Being a transfer student, who previously attended Florida
State University, I cannot state adamantly enough that the
degree ofprofessionalism, and sheer polish of the faculty here,
is by far superior to my prior experience.
During all my experience at FSU, I had only one Professor
who I considered truly great. I might add, her presence on
campus was due to a faculty enrichment program, she had
previously taught at Stanford.
Since returning to school here at UCF, I have been completely impressed by the calibre of instruction. I have had
seven of eight instructors holding the doctoral degree, and
each of them were smooth, polished lecturers, able to impart
a tremendous amount of information, and demonstrate genuine concern for students.
Contrasted by my experience at FSU, where freshmen
were all but told they were a blight in their numbers, and must
be weeded out. I had a Professor of the first level Biology
course whose lectures were boring, devoid of intelligible
information, and whose only purpose was to highlight information that would not be on the tests. The exams were of the
sort that if you had failed to memorize the exact sentence from
which the question had been written, you would fail the test.
I had a Botany instructor whose rote knowledge managed
to get through a lecture, but any question was invariable
answered by, "I'm sure that is covered quite adequately in the
book." So don't feel bad about the tuition hike coriling this fall,
the level of expertise you're being exposed to still makes it
quite a bargain.
·
Pat Fox
Opinion Editor
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Abortion rights issue shattering Republicans
My mother used to tell me
stories about living in M;ichigan's
upper peninsula. When someone
lives in the upper peninsula, the
stories,ratherlikeliving1nAlaska,
typically center around just how
cold a planet's ice caps .can be. There really isn't much else
noteworthy about tundra. For years I simply looked at her,
wondering just how gullible she thought I was. Thus, each
time I would hear the now infamous sheet story.
. "One winter," she'd begin, and I would know what was
coming, "it was so cold, and I had to do laundry. We didn't
have dryers then, like we do now. You know, it was the kind
of washer that had a wringer attached to the end of it..."
"Yes, Mother, I know."
"Well,anyway,"she'dcontinue,undaunted, "afterlhung
the sheet on the line to dry, well I tried to bring it in, only it had
frozen. You know it must have been twenty-below, and they
didn't talk about wind chill factors then either. Well, I got to
the door, and the sheet was too big to go through the door, and
so, I tried to bend it, only it broke. And
that was my only sheet."
I never put much stock in her story.
•
I couldn't imagine cotton breaking. • _
That is, until I bought a white shirt
from a thrift shop. It was the kind of old
•
shirt like dads wore in the fifties, and it
had been freshly laundered and EXTREMBLY STARCHED. At the first
•
wearing, or should I say attempt at
wearing, with my likewise antique suit,
as I put my also antique tie around my not so antique neck, and
began the natural process oflifting said collar, it broke. Broke.
And it was at that instant, when I heard that most peculiar
sound of cotton cracking, that I realized Mother was right. The lesson here, is that even something as seeiningly soft
and pliable as cotton, can crack like glass when, for" some
reason, natural or unnatural, it becomes to rigid.
This phenomena is about to happen to the Republican
party. Now, I've seen a few presidential elections, and I know
that Republicans, on their best day, can'texactly be character-.
ized as pliable. However, this decade has seen the most
incredible competition to see who can be the most conservative, and who can reincarnate the most out-dated notions.
Honestly, there are times I wonder if these people learned
anything from Nazi Germany. I can't recall such a nation-wide
drive 'for legislating morality, condemning groups of people
based on ethnic and social classes, not to mention sexual
persuasion, as I've seen in the last three years. The Republican

party, in a process that more
than remotely resembles rigor
mortis, is headed for a major
shattering. And the force required to make the break is
from more than one area.
Abortion is one of the forces that, ironically, is driving a
wedge in the party. The irony is that the vast majority of
Republicans are pro-life. It's just that some of the newest crop
of presidential hopefuls aren't pro-life enough for the prolifers.
The National Right to Life convention held last month in
Tennessee, demonstrated the point. Both Democrats and
Republicans, bent on defeating Clinton, on the grounds of his
pro-choice position, are rounding 'support for a Republican
candidate, based on who is the most strongly opposed to
abortion, and what's more, who is willing to champion the
movement to make abortion illegal.
California Gov. Pete Wilson and Pennsylvania's Senator,
Arlen Specter are already in the dog house because they
believe in the right to choose. Phil
Gramm and Bob Dole, in the eyes
of these "activists" have not been
0
emphatic enough be convincing.
That's a scary thought by itself.
Lamar Alexander wants to side
step the issue, by stressing that the
statesshoulddecide.Whichleaves
the front runner position to, you
guessed it, Pat Buchanan.
None of this is terribly surprising. However, it is the opposing tension from within the party
that is likely to cause the effect that resembles a shattered
sheet. Seasoned politicians know that in order to win the
presidential campaign, they will have to appeal to more than
just people who oppose abortion. After all, President Clinton
wasn't elected on the basis of his foreign policy experience,
nor for his age or maturity. Simply put, he was elected because
he stood on the platform for human rights- supporting equal
rights for minorities, women, and gays; and ills choice of Vice
President who vowed to protect the environment.
Republicans aren't anxious to see history repeat itself, and
though they are opposed to abortion, won't take a stand on it
if it means losing another election. Frankly put, these proponents of moral order are two faced hypocrites. But then, what
else is new.
But it should be quite entertaining to see each face contort
in an attempt to be all things to all people. Wait a minute, that
sounds suspiciously like a Democrat.

Phil Gramm and Bob Dole,
th
f th
In e eyes
ese
"activists" have not been
emphatic enough be
convincing ThafS a scary
thought in and of itself.

Congratulati~ns Melissa Mc Sween!!
You have won ~ pair of tickets to Wet 'n Wild
0

Pick up your tickets from our office!

You can win tickets too!
One more drawing during
· break, call for details.
0
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Ladies and gentlemen, presenting dueling pens Right vs. Left
"My old friend Brynner... Only someone without a heart
could state that there is no immorality committed in the
bombing in Oklahoma [city]. .. How can that not be immoral?... {an espoused attack on Christianity follows}- Dan

Griffin, The Liberal Media, Future, June 28, 1995.

~

~

viduals ... the government continues to impose politicallyIn one paragraph Mr. Griffin managed to falsely state that . motivated agendas ...
I supported the Oklahoma city bombing, labeled me as a right. The fault in the militia is not there fears, for these are not
wing extremist, and accused me of being false to Christianity. paranoias as the liberal press attempts to paint, but in their
Regarding the allegation that I am a right-wing supporter of reaction. The press and its attempt to manipulate situations to
terrorist bombings, I hope he was responding hastily, in the favor leftist forces is just as threatening as any bomb. Both
tradition of certain emotionally-oriented liberals (Brynner serve to kill children; the difference is in how this is accomYee, The Young Republic, Future, Oct. 27, 1994), for the plished... for example, the bomber kills openly while the
alternatives would show quite an unethical columnist. It venomous forces of the left prefer to deem it female reproducwould mean he was either: 1) purposely misreading my words tive rights (abortion).
in an attempt to manipulate the public, as I have always
claimed the liberal media tends to do (in which case Mr.
Griffin would live up to his column name, The Liberal Media),
or 2) he is one of those misguided, hypersensitive people
(borrowing from Joseph Nadeau's words) who manage to
read something insulting or negative into all perceived or real
opponents' words.
Here are relevant portions of The Young Republic column
(Future, June 14, 1994) which Mr. Griffin attacked. In it, I
proposed the idea that we should not panic, in the face of the
immoral bombing of Oklahoma city, and trade our precious
The bottom line is simple. · There is no question of the
freedoms for increased government protection from domestic immorality in the Oklahoma bombing. The great danger is in
terrorism. I also wrote, extremely clearly, that the bombing our not recognizing the basic threat of a growing U.S. governwas wrong!
ment to American freedom."
"During the beginning of our young nation, Franklin
Giving Mr. Griffin the full benefitofthedoubtlassumehe
warned that those who would give up a little bit of freedom
is neither a manipulative liar, nor a paranoid hypersensitive
for security deserve neither. In fact, such sacrifice of rights
individual, for this would be stereotypical. Additionally, since
to the state in return for safety only results.in the trade of
I listed no facts to back up such statements, it would qualify as
one form of terror for another ... ·
overt propaganda (Opinions coupled with supporting material
It is from this fear that both Muslims and state militias
amounts to political discussion, but unsupported broad claims
often tend to react inappropriately - they commit the
equate to simple, vicious, character assassination).
same evil they foresee [the state] will inflict against them.
So what is len. Mr. Griffin, I hope, simply jumped to a
Perhaps the tactics of the various small militias conclusion.by one of two means. ·He may have: 1) read only
throughout America are wrong, but few rational Americans portions of my article or quickly glanced over ~it before
·do not also see the abuse of the United States government. It's commencing a full scale assault on me and the entire Repubtaxes and bureaucracy seriously hamper the savings of indi- lican party, or 2) he read the article and quickly formed a false

·The bomber kills openly
while the venomous forces
of the .Left prefer to deem it
female reproductive rights
·
(abortion).

•

t

Bob Barker and a new breed of intellectuals Mickey Mantle lives on
Remember a few years ago ~
~ a dying breed. Game shows bave
when daytime TV was game
beenoverrunbytalkshows. Talk
-show infested? Those were
shows are everywhere, and
happy times. Those were sane
they're spreading faster than the
times. Those were You Can
. ebola virus.
Win A New Couch If You Can Correctly Name The Country
Talk shows used to be about fairly important, sociallyTo Our North times.
relevanttopics,suchas"MySonThinksHe'sABranMuffin."
Now, the eleven-thousand game shows h&ve disappeared But now, they've taken a turn forthe worse and only air shows
and only The Price Is Right remains. I've been pondering a wherein a guy cheats on his girlfriend, only to find out that
few questions about The Price Is Right recently, such as: Who she's a transsexual lesbian who is currently involved with k.d.
supplies announcer Rod Roddy's wardrobe? Why hasn't that Lang and, oh, by the way, she thinks she's bran muffin too.
person been killed? And, why is everything
The shows are getting too bizarre.
so damn expensive on that show? If you've
Geraldo started this deranged new brand
ever watched it, you know what I mean; Bob
of talk shows in the late '80s. Geraldo, who
Barker introduces a Toaster Oven in the same
constantly screams, "The 'G' sounds like an
voice you'd use to announce the cure for
'H'," thought of a brilliant show idea that
:would peacefully bring together Neo-Nazi .
cancer and then, just when I'm thinking, "35
dollars," four morons on stage bid prices that
racists with members of the Black Panthers.
compare with the annual net income of MiEveryone with the brain activity of an oyster
kn.ewwherethiswasleading. Thatis,except
crosoft. What's worse, THEY ARERIGHT!
Evidently, thevalueoftheCaliforniaDollar
Geraldo.
has fallen faster than the Peso. According to
The two groups got along for all of three
nano§econds until, in what was the single
what I've seen on The Price Is Right, I would
have to take out a loan to purchase a bag of M&M' s ... Plain most spectacular event ever to be caught on film, a fight
M&M's. I wouldn't even THINK about buying the peanut eruptedandGeraldo's noseintetceptedaflyingchair. Whenones.
ever I feel depressed I just pop in the tape and slo-mo on the
Another interesting feature of the show is that the audience . chair thing.
members are .all insane. On any other show, the studio
Today, the Richard Bey and Rikki Lake Shows are
audience is generally well-behaved. This is not the case for some of the most popular talk programs. The.typical Richard
The Price Is Right. When contestants bid on merchandise, the Bey Show is "Overweight Transvestite Eskimo Hookers And
audience members all go into Pork Belly Trading On Wall The Men Who Love Them," while the Rikki Lake Show has
Street Mode, wildly flailing their arms, shouting prices, and onlyonetopic:MyBoyfriendFlirtsTooMuch,ButThat'sOK
sending suggestions in semaphore code. I'm convinced that Because I'm Going Out With 1-µs Father.
right next to the "Applause" sign, there is a "Pretend Like
You might think that the panel members might ~e ashamed
You 're Overly Interested In The Price Of This Product" sign. of their infidelity or embarrassed by their lack of personal
The audience gets even more eccentric if a Price Is Right hygiene. I know that I wouldn't want to admit those-things to
Neophyteplaysagameanddoesn'tknowtherules(ifyoucan ANYONE, but these people are down right PROUD that
believe that):
they're scum.
Bob Barker: You'll be playing the check game. Do you
In fact, hey act like they've just been awarded the Congresalready know the rules?
sional Medal of Honor. I suppose their logic is, ''I only feel
Contestant: Um, I don't think- uh, no.
comfortable talking about my stripping career and gambling
addiction when 14 million people are watching me."
Audience (gasping in disbelief): Gasp.
Bob Barker: So you've never seen this game?
All of the talk shows now are nothing but trash and gossip.
I strongly encourage you to stop watching them and only view
Contestant (nervously): Well ....Not exactly.
Audience (becoming irate): You should be eaten by wolves! programs with normal, non-psychotic, proper grammar-using
But, as I mentioned before, The Price Is Right is the last of people. (I'm referring of course to The Simpsons.)

---------------------Bob Barker

introduces 8
Toaster Oven in
the same VOice
JOU'd Use to
announce the
CUr8 for cancer•

•

f
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conclusion based on his emotional state towards radical
conservatives.
Both possibilities are feasible. However, regular Future
opinion section readers should know of Mr. Griffin's general
classification of me via his feelings:
''I felt that Mr. Yee is the one confused about tolerance..."
- Dan Griffin, Everything in Moderation, Future, Aug. 30,
1994.
" ...conservatives hate the Constitution, but in this case,
they're flocking to it. I guess it's true about the law being the
last refuge of criminals." - Griffin, The Liberal Media, May
24, 1995.
" ... a right-wing extremist like Brynner... I disagree with
Brynner on almost everything... It's wonderful to have a
hypocrite to pound on again." - Griffin, June 28, 1995.
For Mr. Griffin to simply glance over my column before
making such damaging accusations would be highly irresponsible and t1nethical as a member of the media... even for the
liberal media. It is also unlikely, considering the intelligence,
comprehension, and reading ability one can safely. expect
from a university newspaper opinion priding themselves on
looking before leaping (reading before 'writing).
The fact that he is politically aware (he writes regLI:larly on
American politics), fairly intelligent (he's a college student),
and of poor opinion towards fanatics (which he considers me)
makes it more likely Mr. Griffin let his emotional biases get
the best of him.
In closing, it should be clear my original article (concerning the Oklahoma City bombing and the growing threat of the
U.S. government to personal freedoms) never substantiated
the very inaccurate claims of Mr. Griffin. I have spent most
of this column . attempting to trace his erroneous thought'
pattern, since I believe the contrasting opening quotes from
our respective past articles shows the brutal misinterpretation
of The Liberal Media. A future article will address the
individual points Mr. Griffin made. They include his attack on
the Christian right, 'stereotyping of me as a member of the
religious right, the allegation that loyal Republicans are antiMuslim and war-mongering, the allegation that I am a hypocrite, and the unsubstantiated claim that Republi1;ans are
trying to dismantle the Constitution.

'

-

.

Wade Carr ·.....
GUEST COLUMNIST. ,,·.
Is it right to save our heroes? Or is this a case of you got
the money we've got the liver?
Mickey Mantle ... a legend, a hero, a man in need of another
chance at life. I could review his life-style. I could tear down
his trappings of fame but, he still is a man who needed a Ii ver.
Ever since the days of blood letting and leaches man has
used every means at their disposal to prolong life. Giant strides
have been made in the last 20 years at organ transplants.
Always at the cost of one life to prolong another. The ability
of surgeons to spend hours of micro surgery to bring extended
life to another, aside from the morale aspect, is a miracle.
So why then should Mickey Mantle getting a liver stir up
so much controversy? Money, power, and fame. Sounds to
simple. So does "let them eat cake". We, as a country, have
gone a long way to try and bring equality to all people and
when anyone receives what appears to be special treatment we
send up a flag. Are w.e too quick to protect our idols? Or, like
the spotted owl, should we fight to preserve them.
It's·an answer none of tis can provide. Well, maybe none
of us has the right. There is, however, a question that should
be asked ... What do we tell the family of someone who is on
the list for a liver who also matched. As the seconds tick a way
and the effectiveness of the machines they are on diminishes,
how can words console them? How do words console the
hollowed eyes of someone being toxified by their failing
body? Okay, maybe there are a lot of questions.
For those of you who believe there is no class structure in
America, I say, open the paper, tum on CNN, everything from
O.J. Simpson, the Senate, or the House, writing worthless
paper, to Mickey getting his liver points to things most coul~
never do. What to do? All people might be created equal but
it's what, where, and who they are that allows them a different
chance at life, liberty, and the pursuit. Happiness is a undefinable or maybe unattainable ideal that is different for all of us.
Just one more thing to consider. .. Ii vers don't grow on trees
and seconds grow to be days, months, and death. The only
prospect that we have for the here and now is that while we all
might not have an equal chance at the life giving methods, we
all have an equal chance for death.
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by :MIKE WHITE
Music editor

''F*** Mickey Mouse," Filter vocalist Richard Patrick
said halfway through the band's set at The Edge Saturday
night. I'm sure the packed house understood the comment.
After all, most of those on hand were just about Mouse
Club age. Ifl had tried, I'm sure I could have gotten to first base
with one of the numerous 13-year-old girls on hand. Thankfully, none of them asked me to buy them beer.
All joking aside, Filter delivered a solid 55-minute set
that, for the most part, had the moshers slamming all night. ·
They started off slowly, but by the third song had found
their groove, laying out massively distorted guitar riffs with
punishing precision. Shon Bus, the band's debut album,
makes full use of computer technology, but you would've
never known it by the band's performance. The samples were
kept to a minimum, except for a fey; random sound effects.
Filter performed energetically, tearing into their instruments and frequently moving around the stage. Guitarist Brian
Li_esegang showed no ill effects from the nice shot he took in
the teethduring the third show on the band's tour. He played
with fury and passion. Still, there were several problems with
the show. First, they ended their set with "Hey Man, Nice
Shot," the only hit single from their album. Why a band like
this would pull ~uch a cheesy move is beyoi:td me. Maybe they
were afraid no one would stick around once they had played
the song.

,·

Of course, the crowd didn't care. They went nuts from
· the moment the song was introduced. It is the height of
surrealism to watch a bunch of drunks and pre-teens sing along
to a song written about the suicide of Bud Dwyer.
Another problem was the lack of diversity in the songs.
Each tune seemed to have the same arrangement and tempo.
Every song need not be mosh pit material.
All in all, Filter proved to be worth the 10 buckS they
charged for admission. But they need to make better use of
dynamics in the live setting. On the CD they have an acoustic
number. They should have played it live. The band's adult fans
would have appreciated it.

1

t

PHOTO/LONDON

Die Cheerleader opel'!ed for Filter last Saturday night.
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0 the hotte5t reviews this side ofthe border

'
Son of Filth
Die Cheerleader
(London)
Grade: A

•

Grade: C

Happy Days
Catherine Wheel
(Mercury)
Grade: B-

azz izz

Frog stomp
Silverchair
(Murmur)
Grade: B+

MoKenStef
(Outburst)

Oh my god what a voice! Die Cheerleader vocalist Sam Ireland has the kind of
pipes that grab you by the hairs on the back of
your neck and slam your face into the ground.
Her enchantingly beautiful voice makes each
song worthy of a listen, but she is not without
excellent musical backing. Powerful music
pounds steadily behind Ireland's voice. Rita
Blazyca' s fuzzy guitar work hammers while
bassistDebbieQuargnolo and drummer Andy
Semple keep a tight yet manic groove. It is
easy to see why Henry Rollins is so high on
this band (he produced the CD).
Die Cheerleader are from England, but
no one will confuse these guys with Oasis or
Elastica. They're more like a very heavy
version of Jefferson Airplane. They write
superior songs that make use of structure
instead of being _confined by it. Also, each
song stands apart and does not sound like the
last one you heard.
Every thing about this CD is great. Buy
it now.

Frogstomp is a stunning and powerful
release that is certain to become a favorite
with American audiences.
Silverchairis a p6wer-grunge trio from
Newcastle, Australia, that has quickly ascended to the forefront of music in the land
down under. The band's big break came in
Juneof1994, when it entered a national demo
competition with their song ''Tomorrow."
The album begins with the driving distorted bass lines in "Israel's Son," the drums
and guitar enter and, finally, John's voice
roars, "Hate is what I feel for you, and I want
you to know that I want you dead."
''Tomorrow" is the band's first single,
and from the onset you can hear the strong
musicianship and moving lyrics.
The album contains two ballads "Shade"
and "Suicidal Dreams," a thrash instrumental, "Madman" and the punk "Findaway."
The album is one of the most intriguing of the
year from a band that seems to be destined for
greatness.

Just another girl group with some soul?
Yes. Typical are tracks like "It Goes On" and
the belittling and sappy, "Don't Go There."
Not typical of the semi-talented singers
is their current bit "He's Mine" and "Baby
Come Close," which harmony-wise shows
the groups most potential.
"Sex in the Rain" is the first track off of
au. izz and it starts the entire album of with
hope but after that not much else is to interesting. Dreadful lyrics and some ugly words you
might here on a gangsta' record add shame to
azz izz, and overall the "ladies"justseem to be
confused as to which direction they'd like to
go. A silly phone conversation and some
rapping combined painful lyrics like, "I had a
lot of fun, but you can't get none of this just
don't meet my definition of a relaxing groove.
Listen Mo, Ken Curly, Larry or whatever your name is, I don't want none anyway,
I'll just listen to your song on the radio. As for
your barely 40 minute CD, you have as much
longevity as the revived career of Rick James.

This album starts off with "God Inside My Head" and follows with the recently released "Waydown."
Although relatively unknown to
mainstream radio, you. may have heard a
few selections from this album on local
airwaves, probably because of their similarity to another U.K band, Bush.
Catherine Wheel use the same vocal
stylings and chords as Bush, but differ
when it comes to direction.
Plus, Catherine Wheel are far more
original than Bush. These guys aren't Pearl
Jam or Nirvana wannabe's. You won't mistake one of there songs for "Teen Spirit."
Some of CW's songs go off into left
field in a way reminiscent of Ned's Atomic
Dustbin.
Many of the songs are well written
modern rock suiting the radio stations well.
Happy Days is temporary and satisfying musical nourishment. At least until
something better comes along.

•Mike White

•Jeff Dethuin

•Derek Krause

• Patrick Martin

Theatre UCF plants a 'Bad Seed'
by Laura Bundy
Staff writer

•

•

It's a mystery! How did little
Claude Daigle, penmanship award
winner, suddenly drown after playing
with Rhoda Penmark? Why does she
now have his penmanship medal,
which she so coveted? What is her
mother going to do with that girl?
These are the questions raised by Theatre UCF' s The Bad Seed.
The play includes familiar elements of its genre, such as the unknown parentage of one character, or
the too convenient criminal expertise
of another, very much like any number of Agatha Christie dramas. Yet
The Bad Seed, unlike The Mousetrap,
never comes together as a whole. Over
two and a half hours long, the play
includes some interesting scenes, but
very few riveting ones.
Visually, the production is a
pleasure. The expansive lavender set
and Mrs. Penmark' s fabulous wardrobe are exercises in exquisite 1950' s
taste.BrookHanneman' snot-so-highsociety Mrs. Daigle sports a hairstyle
high enough for a cartoon character.
The spoiled Rhoda is dressed to the
nines, Polly Flinders style, throughout
the story. Despite a few lighting and
scemxhange glitches, the technical
aspects of The Bad Seed support the
old-fashioned flavor of this melodramatic mystery.
Fresh from her role as the distraught captive in Keely and Du, Jenn
Remke spends ahnost as much time
crying as Mrs. ·Penmark as she did
while playing Keely. Her strongest
moments are during quiet speeches,
readingstoriestoherdaughternrspeak:-

ing lovingly to her husband over the
phone.Remke'svoiceisvaguelyreminiscent of Kathleen Turner's and, using it effectively, she can Qe very
pleasant to listen to.
Herdaughter Rhodais The Bad
Seed, played by WPHS senior Heather
Volz. Although too old for the role,
Volz approaches it with plenty ofsaccharine and a dash of strychnine. Not
asengagingasachildmurderess might
be, she nonetheless alternates well the
dutiful and, if not the demonic, the
dangerous.
1he funnie5t moments of the
show belong to Brook Hanneman,
portraying the mother of Rhoda's
young victim. A tipsy, trashy loudmouth who comes to rough up the
Penmarks, Hanneman' scharacteris a
wild mix of baby-talk and confrontation.
Other fine moments in the play
are brought to life by Tim Williams.
He displays, again, his knack fc~r comedic timing as writer Reginald
Trasker.
Theeverpresentupstairs neighbor is played full-tilt by Theatre UCF
alumna Krista Pelham. As Monica
Breedlove, Pelham has the mouth and
the sass to pull off her character, but
not quite the charisma to make her
memorable.
While The Bad Seed has its
moments, it doesn't really succeed in
becoming the classic murder melc~
drama which it emulates. Nevertheless, if you're in the mood for a mystery, a great set and plenty of creepy
music, let 1beatre UCF try to spook
you with The Bad Seed, playing
through July 23. Call 823-1500 for
ticket information and show times.

FREE
DELIVERY

NEW YORK

$8.00 min.

PIZZA

STYLE

657-6161
OPEN UNTIL 4:00 AM
THURSDAY, FRIDA\'" & SATURDAY

WE DELIVER BEER!!!
with valid ID

STUDENT COUPONS

---------------T--------------Large 18" pizza 16" pizza, 10 wings
w/ item

6 pack domestic
beer

only $899

only $1695

with coupon

with coupon

_______________
j ______________
Must
present student ID for discount.
Must present student ID for discount. _
llii:atad in the University Park Plaza Shopping Canter 88436 south of University Blvd.
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Sports journalists are simply people with little athletic ability

Who are they?

•

RICHARD ERIC

r

•

•

•

•

•

There was a time when I was
proud to be a journalist. But those
days are long gone, like past birthdays or high school dreams.
The media continues its cruelty and harshness, protecting it as
its claim to fame. Whether the subject is sports or entertainment, the
media sharpen·s its claws on the
people who allow them to collect as
paycheck. They love to "ize." Demoralize, dehumanize and criticize.
Sports reporters can be
equally heartless and brainless. It
was just after Chris Evert Lloyd
won the French Open. A journalist
gave her the obligatory, one sentence "atta-girl" congratulation, then
quickly forgot her tremendous accomplishment. He asked Lloyd if

she thought she could finally beat
Martina Navratilova at the upcoming Wimbledon.
Lloyd could have been rude.
She could have walked away from
the interview, but instead she displayed her class. She half-smiled,
then told the reporter, ''Give me a
break, I just won the French." A true
champion.
Here she·was, in her moment
of glory. She won the French Open.
Forget world rankings and tournament seedings. She had the trophy.
That means, for those two weeks,
she was the best female tennis player
on the planet. How many people
could claim,such a feat , not many.
So often the media simplifies such
fantastic achievements on the same

level as ordering a second cup of
coffee.
Sports journalists are clumsy,
out-of-shape wanna-bees. They
were the kids who ate paste and
were picked last in gym class. They
attempt to bask in an athletes glory,
but end up botching the job. I hear it
constantly. A television sportscaster
saying, "fete Sampras easily cruised
to a 6-4, 7-5, 6-4 victory today."
True ignorance. Anyone who knows
tennis or has played the game knows
there's nothing easy about such a
victory. A 6-2, 6-1 is a cruise.
But part of the problem is
most sports journalist never played
sports. If they had there would be
more fair coverage and understanding.
But it's par for the course. I
expect such idiocy from sportscasters, trying to paint themselves as
Mr. Know-It-Alls, when in reality
they are nothing more than another
talking head molded from the cookie
cutter sports journalism department.
They are a jerk of all trades, often
hearing crazy hats or failing to act
cool by inserting needless putdowns
about a person or team. They se-

cretly wish they had an ounce of
talent, but they won't admit it.
Great reporters or interviews
do not need such ham and egg tactics. Fred Stolle, CliffDrysdale, Roy
Firestone and Jack Brickhouse to
name a few. Each with a style of
their own. But then again, their substance is their style.
Most recently, ifanyone broke
the mold of empty, inconsiderate
television talk show hosts, it was
Whoopi Goldberg. She had a shortlived thirty minute show that revolved around her interviewing one
person. She was quickly cancelled,
butshe was outstanding. She showed
a great interest in her guest's paSt
and present work. She always talked
with her guests, not to them.
Goldberg was genuine and exhibited a casual yet serious demeanor
not often found in the best journalists. Her show will be missed.
The media loves to take cheap
shots. Too bad journalism programs
do not offer a class on "class." What
wouldhappenifjoumalismstudents
had to take a course where they had

take

to endure verbal lashings. Instead of
their homework, they were to be
graded on their shortcomings. Hair
loss turns an A paper to a B. A
double chin drops a B to a C. Fashion error turns a C to a D, and
halatosis justifies an F.
Journalists need to know they
are not mindlessly degrading brick
walls. They are talking about people
with feelings. Most people in the
· media think harsh words are deserving of people in the sports or entertainment world. They feel the more
money you earn, the more you
should suffer. People in the sports
and entertainment industry are human beings, too. No one can hit a
home run every time at bat, win
every election or star in a blockbuster movie, and not every article
can win a Pulitzer.
Just remember the sports
trading card commercial which
shows footage of Michael Jordan,
Reggie Jackson and Joe Montana.
I'll paraphrase: They're not perfect
every day. But sometimes they are.
That's why you for root for him.
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Now that UCF offensive specialist Todd Cleveland is missing the upcoming season, the
load has become even heavier for quarterback Daunte Culpepper (top left) and running
backs Johnie Presley (right), Marquette Smith (bottom left) and Mike Huff (right).
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Computer Nuts
Mail Order Prices ... locally

Custom PC Systems • Upgrades • Parts • Repairs

DELUXE SYSTEMS
Pentium-90/ 8 MB RAM
Pentium-66/ 8 MB RAM
486DX4·100/ 8 MB RAM
486DX2·80/ 8 MB RAM
486DX2·66/ 8 MB RAM
486SX·33/ 4 MB RAM ,

$1,749
$1,599
$·1,399
$1,359
$1,339
$1, 129

CUSTOMIZATIONS
8 to 16 RAM- 486
8 to 16 RAM- Pent
1.2 MB Floppy Drive
Diamond Stealth 64
850 MB Hard Drive
1080 MB Ha rd Drive
SB Multimedia Kit
1270 MB Hard Drive
~50 MB Tape Drive

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

210
328
47
80
70
160
279
21 o
149

Microsoft Mouse Add 1O
Mid-Tower Case Add 30
Combo Floppy
Add 61
17" CTX 1765GM Add 430
15" CTX 1562CLR Add 90
14.4 Fax Modem Add 59
Flightstick
Add 42
250 VA UPS
Add 109
Surge Arrest w/tel Add 29

Deluxe Systems l!l~lude: Motherboard w/CPU , RAM, 540 MB HOD, 1.44 MB Floppy Drive, VLB IDE

2H12F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB VLB Video Card, 14• SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Keyboard,
Case w I 250 Wntt Power Supply, DOS 6.22, Windows for Wor1cgroups 3.11, Logitech Mouse

50% off Upgrade Labor with this Ad •
Quad Spaed Kit
339
Sound Blaster 16 SCSI 129
Sound Blaster AWE32 289
Double Speed CO-ROM 129
Sound Blaster 16 Basic 94
80 Watt Speakers
69
Quad .:;peed CD ROM 219
Sound Blaster Pro Dix
79
LABTEC PC Speakers 19
Choose from our selection of CD titles
Great Prices

7359 Lake Underhill Road
(At the comer of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax:
(407) 658-9615
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Cubs' split with Knoxville brings
them to 8-2 in their last 10 games
O Orlando's recent road

trip finds Ed Larregui
scorching hot. His ninthinning two-run homer
helped the Cubs beat
Knoxville, 3-2.
by TIM SPRINGER
Staff writer
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Cubs' starter Amaury Telemaco struck out six of his first seven batters en
route to 11 K's, in Orlando's 1-0 victory. It was their last home game before
their current six-game road trip.

The Orlando Cubs took their six-game
winning streak to Knoxville (Blue Jays) and
extended it to seven games with the help of Ed
.Larregui's ninth inning tw<;>-run bomb in the
series opener. Starting pitcher Jon Ratliff was
replaced in the fourth inning by Roberto Rivera
who quickly ended the Smokies threat. First
baseman Brant Brown added an RBI single to
the Orlando offensive attack. Matt Connolly
picked up his first win of the season and Terry
Actams collected his 17th save as the Cubs
squeaked by 3-2.
Game two of the series ended more than
one streak. The Smokies had fallen victim to a
five-game losing streak and the Cubs were clinging to the seven straight they were using to climb
back up the division ladder. A three run second
inning turned outto be enough to end the str~
as the Smokies went on to win 4-2.
In game three the Cubs redeemed themselves as manager Bruce Kimm sent his ace,
Amaury Telemaco, to the hill. Telemaco re- .

corded eight strikeouts in five innings. Offensively, the Cubs were carried by the twin powers
Pedro Vaides and Ed Larregui who were a
combined 4-8 with four RBI' s as the Cubs went
on to win 6-3.
The fourth and final game of the series
was a tight one that was decided in the final
frame. StartingpitcherOttis Smith threw a strong
eight innings allowingjust two earned runs. The
scoring started on a wild-pitch thrown by Knoxville pitcher Scott "everything but the ace" Pace
that allowed center" fielder Darren Burton to
score. The Smokies soon battled back taking a21 lead via a two run single by lead-off hitter
Shannon Stewart. Brant Brown dug in the box in
the top of the third for the Cubs and got the score
keeper busy once again as he launched a two-run
scud over the wall to give the Cubs a one-run
lead. Knoxville came back once again and tied
the score at three on Pat Kelly's sac-fly. Cubs
save leader and dominating closer Terry Adams
was summoned to the mound in the ninth to try
to put the game into extra-innings. Knoxville
figured the game was already long enough as
they sent the hot stick of Lorenzo De La Cruz to
the plate to end the game. His solo blast did just
that giving the Cubs and Adams an uncharacteristic 4-3 loss.
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•Orlando Cubs outfielder Robin Jennings
and rightfielder Pedro Valdes were a combined O-for-5 at the class AA all-star game.
Jennings was O-for-4 and Valdes was 0for-1.
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Steve Sloan does it all - .the
athletic AD recently faced Palmer
D The former All-American quarterback has
UCF's Athletic Department
a year ahead of schedule
and still has time to hit the
links.
by KEN JACKSON
Staff writer

Quick question: What do the following names have in common? JackNicklaus,
Arnold Palmer and Steve Sloan. They all
competed in
the U.S. Senior Open
Golf Championship recently at the
Congression
Golf Club in
Bethesda,
Maryland.
Sloan,
UCF's Athletic Director, ~arned
SLOAN
his spot into
the prestigious field at a qualifying round
at the Creenlefe golf :resort near Haines
City. The odds against him were stiff; four
spots were available to a qualifying field on
nearly 130.
"Let's just say I happened to have a
great round at the right time," Sloan remarked.
Sloan has entered other competitive
events. Most recently the athletic AD for
UCF played in the Budget Orlando Classic,
a stop on the Celebrity Golf Association.
"But that was a microcosm of what I
experienced at the Open," Sloan com-

mented. "It was really indescribable."
At the Open, the electrifying aura
began to set in.
"The psychological, emotional ambience was incredible," Sloan said. "It was
really incredible."
In the locker room he had the opportunity to meet some of the top pros on.the
over-50 circuit. On the course, he played in
the group in front of crowd favorite Lee
Trevino and Tom Weiskopf, the
tournament's· champion.
"Sometimes their large gallery would
spill' over into our group, and I don't think
I respond real well to it at all, the cameras
and the people and all," Sloan said.
Sloan has played at quarterback, for
the national championship, in the Orange
Bowl for Alabama.under Bear-Bryant. Yet
he still claims that teeing up on the first hole
for the Open was the most nerve-racking
moment he's ever faced.
"I had a whole swarm of butterflies in
my stomach at that moment," commented
Sloan in a boyish Southern drawl. ,
Despite all that, his game held up·
pretty well. He was even par after 15 holes,
finishing with an opening round of 76. He
followed with an 82 that left him just a few
strokes from making the 36-hole cut.
Sloan must have been born with a lot
of natural athletic ability. He claims he
golfs only once a week, but still maintains
his stroke.
"I usually. get out and play once a
week with John (Hitt)," Sloan said.
So does this mean that our beloved
AD is leaving UCF and heading for the
Senior Golf Tour? Not likely. "The Open
was a very unusual and unique experience
for me," Sloan said. "The guys who do this
every week have an edge that's hard to
compete with."
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